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The Organisation of Criticality Hazard Prevention at the CEA
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This paper deals with the organisation of criticality hazard prevention at the French
Atomic Energy Commission (CEA)

1. Introduction organised partly on a local "center" basis, and partly
on a global CEA basis.

In the middle of 1999, the French Atomic Energy As far as the field of criticality hazard prevention is
Commission (CEA) had decided to review its own concerned, the operational lines are fitted with
Organisation in regards of criticality hazard prevention. criticality experts, so that 
This review leaded, in 2000, to the definition of an carry out the safety assessments and define the
improved Organisation [11 whose running and criticality calculations needed for statements of
principles are described in the following paragraphs. criticality-safety when new installations are set up

or existing installations are modified create clear
2. Organisation of criticality hazard prevention and comprehensible operator orders and procedures

derived from the above, ensuring that the
The guide line for this improved organization was requirements regarding criticality-safety have been

to apply in the field of criticality hazard preventions appropriately translated,
the same principles that were already in place for ensure that the installations are being operated in
other aspects of safety the responsibilities are based line with the orders and procedures regarding
around the operational line, the control line and the criticality hazard prevention and check that changes
supports resources. in the installations and in their operating procedures

The operational line is in charge of designing, do not jeopardize their safety with respect to
operating and dismantling the nuclear research criticality hazard,

facilities this includes the managing of many safety re-examine, on a regular basis, the safety
related activities, and the technical checking of these assessments and check that the hypotheses,
activities.

The control line is in charge of reviewing the incorporated in the criticality-safety cases, are
procedures and practices of the operational line, to appropriated taking account of experience feedback
ensure that all activities and technical checking are when applicable, including analyzing incidents and
performed in accordance with the safety and quality every evolution of the research area in the
procedures this includes statistical checking of the laboratory,
results of these activities. organize and supervise the training of operators and

The support resources offer high level expertise to their supervisors with regard to criticality hazard
both lines, following the additional rule that an expert prevention.
who has contributed to the study or activity presently
controlled can not be consulted 2.2 Control function

The control function involves checking the respect,
2.1 Operational line the adequacy and efficiency of the measures taken by

Each stage of the operational line, by authority operational line managers and experts and their
from the stage above, is responsible for the nuclear technical checks, in the light of nuclear safety
safety of the activities, installations and materials objectives. These operations are carried out by a
under its supervision. Each executive organises Safety Structure, named the "safety team",
technical measures and control of these activities- independent of the operational line, reporting to each
These actions are reported to the CEA Center Director, CEA Center Director.
following the official channel. The operational and The safety team includes one individual with
control lines meet only at two levels in the CEA criticality expertise. For criticality hazard prevention,
Organisation the CEA Center Director and the CEA the expert in the Center Safety Structures has the
General Administrator. The support resources are following responsibilities
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• checking that the installations are being operated in Organisation in order to list all the skills required and
line with the regulatory authorizations, with orders set up adapted training courses and nomination
and with procedures, by inspecting safety procedures.
documents, visiting installations, carrying out
technical and quality audits, This "profession study" is now completed, and the

• implementing lessons learrit from significant events results are synthesised in a profession file" for each
with regard to criticality-safety occurring in of the criticality expert occupation as described above.
installations inside or outside the Center, and Each file provides 
advising the Center Manager in the event of any 0 a precise reference of all activities relevant to the
abnormal situations arising in an installation which occupation considered,
jeopardize criticality hazard prevention, 0 identification of all skills useful, necessary or

• checking before they are approved the internal essential to correctly perform these activities,
procedures and the safety studies performed by the including scientific or technical skills on one
operational lines, hand, organisational and relationship skills on

• for important items, the authorization procedure the other,
includes consulting a formal multidisciplinary safety a definition of the "nomination procedure" to
commission chaired by the Center Director. choose, form and assign a criticality expert.

On the bases of these files, training courses have
2.3 Support resources been designed or improved.

At the Center lever, a high level expert (the Center 4. Providing adapted tools for the CEA nuclear
Criticality Expert) provides technical support as managers
regards criticality hazard expertise (advice and
assistance with analysis, with the definition of The CEA criticality skill tearn is providing tools
criticality-safety requirements, operating orders, to help CEA nuclear managers and local criticality
training, etc.) for the criticality qualified individuals experts to manage with their analyses and decisions.
within operational lines. This engineer ensures that Those tools, which are partly in use and partly under
knowledge of the installations is accumulated and that development, consist of 
criticality hazard prevention is correctly addressed 0 recommendations designed to help safety
throughout the center, by the mean of an active role in managers to discuss with criticality experts,
technical checking of procedures, and of a regular 0 safety guides designed to help criticality experts
support of the "criticality experts" of the operational in their job 
line. a "criticality guide files" collection summarizes

At CEA level, a criticality skill team provides the main notions and principals of criticality
• methodological and analytical assistance in safety (including neutronics rudiments,

drawing up the general principles of criticality controls, interpretation of the
criticality-safety and guidance documents, to help "fundamental safety rule" edited by the safety
the operational lines with criticality-safety analysis, authority, etc),
to build upon the full extent of knowledge a guide to define the hole technical process
concerning criticality and experience feedback it including criticality safety analyses, criticality
is also in charge of defining and supervising calculations, criticality safety assessment,
training, criticality operational conditions,

• carrying out criticality calculations and producing a guide to correctly specify criticality
preliminary criticality studies or, in the case of calculations,
subcontracted operations, in developing conditions a guide to correctly elaborate an improve
of contract and specifications, and supervising, operator procedures,
selecting and assessing contractors given the task of and so on, including elaboration of a guide
carrying out criticality calculations. about criticality accidents 2],
There is a strong operational connection between pedagogical tools including animation kits to

the support mechanisms at General Management level help the center criticality expert to heighten
and those at Center Management level. operational managers awareness of criticality

safety and to help the criticality experts of the
3. Defining the training process for criticality operational line to do the sme at the operators
professionals level,

computer tools including
At the same time, the CEA is involved in a study of - a database allowing a fast and reliable link to

the different professions defiried by the new all activity data concerning control of
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criticality hazards, named CALICE 3],
- calculation tools (most of which developed by

the CEA or the IRSN),
- an intranet CEA web site, dedicated to safety

and including a criticality chapter giving
access to all above cited tools.

5. Criticality qualified individuals network
The performance of safety organization is partly

dependent on the efficiency and vitality of safety
networks.

As concerns criticality experts, these networks are
organized at two levels 
• at CEA level, one person in the "criticality skill

team" is in charge of organizing periodic
meetings of all CEA "center criticality experts"
and a few non CEA experts. This meeting is used
to organize peer exchanges about criticality
safety experience (incidents, good practices and

- so on), to promote top down and bottom up
information, and to discuss the objectives and
the projects of the above quoted tools, etc.,

• at each CEA center level, the "center criticality
expert" is in charge of organizing the same type
of meetings between the criticality experts of the
operational line.

6. Conclusions
This new organization has been experimented since

the end of year 2000. During the first semester of year
2002, the CEA nuclear inspection team, who is in
charge of the control function at the CEA general
administration level, has performed an inquiry to
check the effectiveness of the new organization. The
conclusions of this inquiry are very positive a few
recommendations are now taken in to account to
ftirther improve the efficiency of this organization.
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